Present perfect continuous: exercise 4 - questions
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Exercise 4

Make present perfect continuous questions.

How long ................................................................. for me? (you | wait)

What ............................................................. since he returned? (John | do)

Why ................................................................. meat lately? (you | not eat)

There's so much snow on the road. ................................................................. all night? (it | snow)

Why ................................................................. for such a long time? (Sam and Mary | argue)

................................................................. my shampoo? There's not much left. (you | use)

How long ................................................................. glasses? (Jill | not wear)

................................................................. since you decided to take the exam? (you | revise)

Where ................................................................. lately? (your dad | work)

Your hands are covered with chocolate. ................................................................. a cake? (you | make)
Key with answers

Exercise 4

How long have you been waiting for me?

What has John been doing since he returned?

Why have you not been eating | haven't you been eating meat lately?

Has it been snowing all night?

Why have Sam and Mary been arguing for such a long time?

Have you been using my shampoo?

How long has Jill not been wearing | hasn't Jill been wearing glasses?

Have you been revising since you decided to take the exam?

Where has your dad been working lately?

Have you been making a cake?